Analog Devices and Vicotee Demonstrate Wireless Solution Connecting
Industrial Sensors to MindSphere at SPC IPC Drives

Nuremberg, Germany – November 28, 2017 – Analog Devices, Inc. and Vicotee announced
today they are demonstrating at SPC IPC Drives a wireless system that connects various
industrial sensors to Siemens’ MindSphere, an open, cloud-based Internet of Things (IoT)
operating system. The wireless system uses Vicotee’s wireless mesh IoT sensor interface
based on Analog Devices’ SmartMesh IP TM wireless sensor network, and provides an off-theshelf solution enabling MindSphere customers to connect with traditional wired sensors over
the internet through a single wireless network. The system provides ultra-low power,
standards-based radio technology, time, frequency, and physical diversity to assure reliability,
scalability, wire-free power source flexibility and ease of use. It can be used wherever and
whichever sensors are installed for monitoring purposes, including smart cities, factories,
hospitals and buildings. The wireless system offers more than 99.99999 percent network
reliability even in the most challenging RF environments, which is equivalent to wired
network reliability. The demo can be viewed in the Siemens MindSphere Lounge.

About Analog Devices
Analog Devices is the leading global high-performance analog technology company dedicated
to solving the toughest engineering challenges. We enable our customers to interpret the
world around us by intelligently bridging the physical and digital with unmatched
technologies that sense, measure, power, connect and interpret. Visit http://www.analog.com
About Vicotee
A lean Northern European technology start-up company located in Drammen (near Oslo),
Norway. The company is part of Virinco AS, a National Instruments Certified Alliance
Partner and a Microsoft Certified Partner. Since Virinco establishment in 1998, the company
has shown strong innovation combined with attractive results, doubling of its revenues every

five years, earning it the esteemed Norwegian Gazelle Company label over five consecutive
years. Virinco has developed an excellent reputation and long-term customer relationships in
a wide range of industry segments. Visit http://www.vicotee.com
SmartMesh IP is a trademark of Analog Devices. Inc.
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